Heredia-Arriaga Spanish Dual Immersion School (TK-8): Amables, Respetables, Lideres, Amor por el bilingüismo, y Seguros

Heredia-Arriaga where students howl for their love of languages and culture!

WHY HEREDIA-ARRIAGA SPANISH DUAL IMMERSION SCHOOL

¡Bienvenidos! The staff and families at Heredia-Arriaga are a welcoming, bilingual community that opens its doors to every student in NUSD. We strive to promote students becoming bilingual and biliterate, self-aware, reflective individuals who can draw on social-emotional and cultural competencies to thrive personally, socially, and academically. We provide a cross disciplinary, integrated academic framework that challenges our students to use their critical and creative thinking skills in prosocial ways across all subject matter. Every classroom focuses on providing rich language input and engaging language opportunities so that our students proudly use and share their bilingualism at school, in their communities, and beyond. We offer an extensive after school program filled with activities, from academic support to art to a variety of movement classes.

HAS is expanding its dual immersion program every year until its full TK-8 program implementation by 2029-2030. We are creating a community of families, teachers, and scholars that will prepare any NUSD student to follow the pathway of a Seal of Biliteracy in high school, and then to expand their bilingualism in college and beyond.

IS HEREDIA-ARRIAGA RIGHT FOR MY CHILD?

Students at HAS engage in critical thinking and develop effective, biliterate skills that enable students to thrive in their local community and global society. Our teachers provide a high level of language strategies and differentiation to meet the needs of all of our students. HAS teachers seek strong partnership with families to help create a thriving school community that works together to engage all students.

Teachers and staff build positive relationships with students, while students build positive relationships with each other. Lessons are implemented daily to emphasize how the wolves work together to show kindness, responsibility, good decision making, and safety.

WHAT ARE MY OPTIONS FOR MIDDLE & HIGH SCHOOL?

- Remain at Heredia-Arriaga Dual Immersion Middle School (6-8)
- Inderkum High School and Natomas High School
- NUSD is a District of choice, transfer options may be available, contact the Enrollment Department at registration@natomasunified.org or call (916) 567-5819.

HOW DOES MY STUDENT BECOME A LOBO?

Call us at (916) 567-5730 or visit Heredia-Arriaga.
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